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Let G be a finite group, and let H be a subgroup of G. If x is an irreducible 
character of G, then x 1 H = C c,&, where the sum is over the irreducible 
characters of H, and the coefficients (restriction multiplicities) are certain 
non-negative integers. It is known [l] that the non-zero restriction multi- 
plities are the dimensions of the irreducible representations of the centralizer 
fZ’[c;l” in the group algebra fZ’[G] of the subalgebra @[HI. The purpose of 
this paper is to work on the character theory of this situation. 
The “characters” are parametrized by pairs x, # with x E x ( H and are 
given by 
In the case H = 1 and H = G, the Y’s essentially are the characters of G. 
In general, they have some properties analogous to properties of group 
characters, and the analogy is complete if H is a multiplicity-free subgroup 
of G, i.e., each cXti = 1 or 0. Some of the properties of the Y’s follow simply 
from the corresponding properties of group characters, while others seem to 
require the representation-theoretic interpretation. 
The algebra e[Gj H is a special case of an “S-ring,” whose representation 
theory has beengiven in general by Tamaschke [6]. Asan example of thegeneral 
theory, Tamaschke chooses [7] the double-coset S-rings. The “characters” 
of his representation would be the “zonal spherical functions,” which are 
the Y,&‘s of this paper with # = &, , the principal character of H. More 
generally, Curtis and Fossum, and Keller, have used YXti’s with #(l) = 1. 
Many of the results of this paper are explicitly or implicitly contained in 
Godement’s monumental paper [2] on spherical functions on locally compact 
groups. However, we get arithmetic properties of the values of the Y’s, 
which yield new information about the values of characters of finite groups 
(Theorem 8). We believe that the spherical functions may continue to be 
a useful tool in the theory of finite groups and group characters. 
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0. NOTATION 
G is a finite group, 
H is a subgroup of G, 
C?‘[G] is the complex group algebra of G. 
c[Gj” will be the algebra of complex valued H-class functions on G, i.e., 
functions f satisfying 
(i) f(hgh-l) = f(g) for all g E G, h E H. 
C[GJH is the centralizer of @[HI in @CC]. 
For u, 21 E fZ’[G] then 
(4 (u * v)(u) = 1 G l--l ILO 44 +), 
(iii) (u *G v)(u) = C7,=m ~(7) v(p) = I G I * [u * w](u), 
(iv) (u, dG = I G 1-l LEG 44 o(a). 
We denote by G the set of irreducible characters of G. For x E G, xH is 
the restriction of x to H, and for $ E A, JIG is the character of G induced by #. 
(v) xH = X6 c,& .#, where 
(4 cd = (XH I 4)~ . 
M[N] denotes the algebra of N x N square matrices with complex entries. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
Let G denote the irreducible characters of G. For 4 E fi we denote by I$ 
the function which vanishes off H and is equal to [G : H] . # on H. We then 
define the spherical function YX, by the equation: 
i.e., 
Y,&) = & C X&J) #(u-9 (A E (3, (1) 
oen 
k;;, = x * 6. 
Since #(u-l) = I/J(U), we have 
1’,,(l) = (x IH * 4)r.l = c,*. (2) 
We first list several elementary properties of the spherical functions, which 
all follow simply from the standard properties of characters by a change of 
variable. (Unless needed, I omit the subscripts x, 4.) 
Y(F) = Y(A) (A E G), (3) 
Y(hAh-l) F- Y(A) (~EH,XEG). (4) 
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This simply states that YE C‘[GIH. Al so, we have that I$ is an element of the 
center of fZ[Gj”. 
Y,, * x’ = &,,.f ;lyx*, (5) 
Y,* * lj7 = 8xx,f;1Y;* , (6) 
yx* * yx*** = 6,,~6,,. f ;‘f ;lu,, . (7) 
Using (7) evaluated at the identity, and (3), (2) we have 
(EI,* 3 y,'d)G = %,&,‘f ;‘f ;lcx& . (8) 
This yields the information that Yxti = - 0 iff cxll = 0 and moreover the distinct 
spherical functions are orthogonal, hence linearly independent. 
Let R, be the function on G defined by R,(h) = 1 G 1 or 0 according as 
X = 1 or h # 1. Obviously, R, t f = f for all f E e[q. By a well-known 
result we have 
(4 RG = 2 fxx, 
xeC 
(b) RG = C fti$. 
4EH 
If we take the convolution of (a) with (b) we get: 
In a similar way: 
x = c f*Yx* 9 
*dl 
(10) 
(11) 
THEOREM 1. The follow&g are equivalent: 
6) Y,+ is a G-class function, 
(iii; 
Yxb is proportional to x, 
XK = cx* .$h. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii): By (5) we have that Y,, is orthogonal to x’ for x’ f x. 
Hence, assuming (i) and noting that the elements of G span the set of G-class 
functions, we get (ii). 
(ii) * (iii): Using Schwarz’s inequality, we have 
lWx6, XL I2 G IWX, > YxdG I 1(x, XL I- (12) 
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If we evaluate (5) at the identity, the left-hand side of (12) becomes equal to 
c$/fx”. Thus, 
or 
f *cxs d fx 9 (13) 
with equality if and only if (ii). On the other hand, we have equality in (13) 
if and only if (iii). So (ii) is equivalent to (iii). 
(ii) 3 (i): Obvious. 
THEOREM 1'. The following are equivalent: 
(9 I’,$ vanishes off H, 
(ii) k’,, is proportional to 6, 
(iii) #” = c,$x. 
Proof. Completely analogous to Theorem 1. Use Frobenius reciprocity. 
2. MULTIPLICITY FREE SUBGROUPS 
DEFINITION. A subgroup H of G is multiplicity free if and only if every 
non-zero cxl is equal to 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then H is multiplicity free, zy and 
only if the spherical functions span fl[c;l”. 
Proof. The dimension of fl[GIH is the number of H-classes in G. By 
the Burnside orbit formula this is equal to the average number of element left 
fixed upon conjugation by members of H: 
2 the number of non-zero Y’s, with equality 
if and only if each non-zero cxti = 1. 
COROLLARY. If H is multiplicity free in G then the non-zero dfxYx, form 
an orthonormal basis for 4?[GjH. 
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Proof. Immediate. 
For X E G, let A, be the H-class of X and A, * be its characteristic function. 
THEOREM 3. Let H be multiplicity free in G. Then 
Proof. Since AH* is an H-class function, we have, by Theorem 2, 
where 
Thus 
bf* = 2 I hH I 1 G I-‘f,fbY,&) Iixl~. 
Multiply out now by I G 1 1 AH 1-l. 
Wigner [8], [9] and Mackey [4, 51 have studied finite groups which satisfy 
two conditions: 
(i) The product of any two characters is multiplicity free. 
(ii) Each character is real. 
Condition (ii) is equivalent to: 
(ii’) Each g E G is conjugate to its inverse. 
THEOREM 4 (Gallagher). If G satisjes (i) and (ii) for each A, p E G there 
is an element u E G such that X0 = h-l and pa = p-l. 
Proof. Consider G as the diagonal subgroup of G x G. Condition (i) 
says that G is then multiplicity free in G x G. From (ii) it follows that each 
spherical function on G x G relative to G is real. Thus 
yp-1, p-1) = Y(X, p) = Y(h EL). 
By Theorem 2, the spherical functions separate the G-classes of G x G. 
Thus (A, p) and (A-l, p--l) are in the same G-class: there is u E G such that 
jp = h-1 and pa = p-i. 
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3. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS AND REPRESENTATION THEORY 
In this section we shall show that the spherical functions are the “charac- 
ters” of the irreducible representations of C?[c;l”. 
NOTATION. For x E G (4 E I?), we let R, , (Y,J be the irreducible repre- 
sentation of G, (H), with character x, (#). We let V, , (V,) denote the 
vector space upon which the indicated representation acts. 
REMARK. Using our notation we have 
vx = @ cx* . V& . 
IL 
(Here cxslr$ is the direct sum of cxr copies of V& .) If we set V,, = c,* . V 
then 
v, = @ v.& . 
I 
LEMMA A. Let T: V, --f V, be an H-morphism. Then image T < Fi;xd . 
Proof. If image T = [0], then there is nothing to show. If image T # [0], 
then by Schur’s lemma it is isomorphic to V, . If image T < V,& , then 
image T n V,, = [O]. Thus image T @ Vxti < Vx , contradicting the fact 
that the multiplicity of V,, in V, is cxr . 
LEMMA B. T E END,( V,,); thez T maps Vxti into V,, for all 4. 
Proof. Immediate upon application of (14) and Lemma A. 
COROLLARY 1. u E G’[GIH; then R(u) maps V,, into V,, for all #. 
Proof. u E cZ’[G]* implies that II commutes with H. Hence 
R,(u) E ENDu( V;). 
Apply Lemma B. 
LEMMA C. ENDA VxaJ s Wc,d 
Proof. r;,, = V& 0 v, ... V& : cxlL times. The result follows from Schur’s 
lemma. 
LEMMA D. The image of e[Gjr’ under R, is equal to END,(V,). 
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Proof. By Corollary 1, u E fZ[Gj” + R,(u) E END,( V,). Conversely, 
T E END,( V,) + T = R,(V) for some er E fZ’[GJ (This follows from the 
irreducibility of R, .) Consider 
u = & ZH hwh-1, 
Then u E e[G]“ and clearly R,(u) = R,(o) = T. 
LEMMA E. Let 4 E I?. Then R, restricted to @[c;l” yields a representation 
of this algebra on I’;+ such that the image e[Gj” is equa2 to ENDH(VX,J = 
Wcx*l- 
Proof. We have only to show that T E END,( V,,) is in the image of R, 
acting on fZ[Gj”. This follows at once from Lemma D if we observe that T 
extends to an element of END,( V,) by making it 0 on VXxs(#’ # #). 
The point of these lemmas is to simplify the demonstration of: 
THEOREM 5. The representation of @[GIH acting on VX,,, obtained in 
Lemma E decomposes into f+ copies of an irreducible representation of dimension 
&II . 
Proof. I’,,,, = V, + V, ... + I’& (cXti times). By Lemma E, e[c;l” acts 
as the full ring ENDH(VX’,,) = M[c,,]. The result now follows. 
NOTATION. We let R,, denote the irreducible representation discussed 
in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. The R,,,, are all distinct and exhaust the irreducible repre- 
satations of IZIGIH. 
Proof. Let e, , e, denote the minimal central idempotents corresponding 
to RX, R, . They are both in e[q”. 
Clearly, 
4&f) = L, 
and 
E&k,) = L, . 
Thus the RX, are distinct for distinct pairs (x, 4). To show that they exhaust 
the irreducible representations of e[GJ”, we observe that by a calculation 
in Theorem 2 we have: 
zcz& = dim QIGIH = c di 
I 
3 c c:* , where di is the dimension of the 
x&J 
ith irreducible representation of fZ[G]H. 
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From this it follows that the R,, are all the irreducible representations of 
mAH* 
COROLLARY 1. The I’,* generate the center of @[G]“. 
Proof. We already know that the spherical functions are linearly 
independent and contained in the center of fZ’[GIH. The result now follows 
from the fact, by virtue of Theorem 6, that dimension of the center of 
fZ’[GIH = the number of non-zero c,.,, = the number of spherical functions. 
THEOREM 7. The restriction of R, to C?[H] on one hand, and to C’[GIH on 
the other, interchanges multiplicity and dimension. 
Proof. This is a restatement of information contained in Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 1. H is multiplicity free in G zj and only ;f e([GIH is commu- 
tatiwe. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 7. All non-zero c,, are equal to 1 if and only if 
all irreducible representations of &[C;IH have dimension 1. 
COROLLARY 1’. H is commutative q and only $ C’[GjK is multiplicity free 
in @[GJ 
Proof. Same as in Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Set u,* = I G l-‘fxf*Yx*. Then the U,, are the minimal 
central idempotents for G’[GIH. 
Proof. Corollary 1 of Theorem 6, combined with (7). 
THEOREM 8. Let u E CZ’[GJ”. Then 
Trace R,,(u) = / G 1 (u, TX& . 
Proof. From the construction used in Theorem 5, we see that 
trace R,,(u) = 9 trace R,.(u * eJ. (15) 
J&b 
But 
trace R,(u * e&) = 1 G I (u * eti 1 x)0 
=IG I [u * e, * ZIU). 
Now 
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thus 
COROLLARY 1 (Functional Equation). If cX1 = 1, then for A, p E G we 
have 
E’*d4 ~‘,A4 = / fJ / hsH -!- C Y.&htLh-‘). 
Proof. Since c,& == 1 we know that dim Rx1 = 1. Thus trace is a homo- 
morphism from C?[GjH into the complex numbers. That is, for A, /.L E G: 
’ G ‘(b*, I’& * ’ G I(~H*, y,dc = ’ xH 1 y&) * / PH 1 yxd-‘) 
= trace &,(A,*) * trace Rx&H*) 
= trace R,JXH* *G PM*) 
= c Y&b) 
UEAH 
bGuH 
= ’ “; ;‘;” ’ 1 Y,,[hkpk-11 
kEH 
(by setting h-lj = k and using (4)). 
LEMMA 1. Let u f 0 an element of @[G]. Let h E G be such that 
AH* *c u = Au 
for A a complex number. Then: 
6) A is an algebraic integer, 
(ii) IAl <iAH\- 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that 
-Wg) = c ~,,244. 
0 
The fact that the values of AH* are whole numbers implies that the M,., 
are integers. It is well known that a system of equations of this type implies 
that A is an algebraic number. 
For u E C?[G], define 
I u I = c I 4g)l. 
D 
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It is easily seen that 
Iu*cv/ ~l~ll~l. 
Apply this to the statement 
AH* Q u = Au. 
We get 
I A I I u I < I A,* I. I u I. 
Since u # 0, I u I # 0. Thus 
THEOREM 9. Let X E G. Then 
(i) I AH 1 Y,,(A) is an algebraic integer, 
(ii) I Y*&)l < &!I - 
Proof. (i) 1 AH I Y(h) = trace Rx,&*) by Theorem 8. Now trace Rxxl(hH*) 
is a sum of eigenvalues, all of which can be realized in the regular representa- 
tion of C[GjH on C?[c;l, i.e., as in the previous lemma. Hence 1 h, / Y,,(h) is 
an algebraic integer. 
(ii) As above, I & / Y,,(h) is the sum of cx$ algebraic integers each of 
which is less than ( X, I in absolute value. Hence 
COROLLARY (Gallagher). For x E e, let 
Then for h E G we have that 
is an algebraic integer. 
Proof. By (10) we have 
1 hH I idA) 
f XH 
I AH I X(4 = 1 f* I hf I Yxd4. 
*sxff 
By Theorem 9, I AH 1 Y,,(h) is an algebraic integer, so the result follows. 
Let e, , ea be two idempotents in e[c;l. We shall say that e, is contained 
in e2 if 
e, *c e2 = e, . 
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LEMMA 2. Dx,+ is the minimal central idempotent in @[Gj” that corresponds 
to R,, . 
Proof. This follows once you observe that 1 G I-lf,a is the minimal 
central idempotent for R, , and 1 H 1-l fb . $ is the same for rB . (We already 
know that ux,, = Us is a minimal central idempotent in fZ’[c;lH.) 
LEMMA 3. Let e be a minimal idempotent in e[GIH contained in ux& . Then: 
trace R,,(e) = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, R,,(e) is a non-zero projection of the representation 
space I’ onto a subspace W. Thus trace R,,(e) = dim W. But this dimension 
must equal 1, for otherwise we could decompose R,,(e) into a proper sum 
of two “smaller” projections, contradicting the minimality of e. 
LEMMA 4. Let e be a minimal idempotent of E?‘[Gj” contained in ux,, . 
Then: 
e(1) = *. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we have 
trace R,,(e) = 1. 
By Theorem 8, 
1 = trace R,,(e) = 1 G I(e, F,,,,)o 
= I G l”f;!K’(e, x)o 
= 1 G lfZ’f?[e *G %dl) 
= 1 G 1 f;‘f,‘e(l). 
THEOREM 10. uxxB decomposes into cxB minimal idempotents in @[GjH, 
each of which decomposes into fti minimal idempotents in &[G]. 
Proof. The fact that uxb decomposes into c,& minimal idempotents in 
e[c;3” follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 5. Let e be any minimal idem- 
potent in fZ’[G]” contained in uxb . Since c’,* is contained in ( G 1-l . f$, 
it follows that e is contained in ( G l-‘fx .z. If we look at Lemma 4 applied 
when H = 1, we see that, for any idempotent e contained in I G 1-l f, . z, 
the number of minimal idempotents it decomposes into is equal to 
I G /e(l) 
fY * 
(16) 
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In our case, however, by Lemma 4 again and the minimality of e in e’[G]” 
we get 
fxf* 4) = W’ (17) 
Combining (17) with (16), we get our desired result. 
COROLLARY (Janusz [3]). U,, is a minimal idempotent in f??[G] if and only 
;ff* = Cx$ = 1. 
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